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Abstract

At this paper we shown the development of an algorithm to perform edges extraction based on fuzzy logic theory. This method allows recognizing landmarks on the game field for Humanoid League of RoboCup. The proposed algorithm describes the creation of a fuzzy inference system that permit evaluate the existent relationship between image pixels, finding variations on grey levels of related neighbor pixels. Subsequently, it shows an implementation of OTSU method to binarize an image that was obtained from fuzzy process and so generate an image containing only extracted edges, validating the algorithm with Humanoid League images. Later, we analyze obtained results that evidence a good performance of algorithm, considering that this proposal only takes an extra 35% processing time that will be required by traditional methods, whereas extracted edges are 52% less noise susceptible.
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Resumen

Este artículo presenta el desarrollo de un algoritmo para la extracción de bordes basado en la teoría de lógica difusa, mediante el cual es posible reconocer las marcas de un campo de juego para la liga humanoide de RoboCup. El algoritmo propuesto describe la creación de un sistema de inferencia difuso que permite evaluar la relación existente entre los pixeles de una imagen, encontrando así las variaciones en los niveles de gris para una vecindad de pixeles específica. Posteriormente se plantea la implementación del método OTSU para binarizar la imagen obtenida en el proceso difuso y así generar una imagen que contiene solo los bordes extraídos, validando el algoritmo en imágenes de la liga humanoide. Luego se analizan los resultados obtenidos evidenciando el buen desempeño del algoritmo, considerando que el tiempo de procesamiento de la propuesta es tan solo el 35% más del tiempo necesario en métodos tradicionales, mientras que los bordes extraídos son unos 52% menos susceptibles al ruido.
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1. INTRODUCCIÓN

The developments applied to robots able to perform human activities such as locomotion, vision, among others, has been addressed from various research fields. Therefore it has become a fundamental part of global initiatives which seeks to promote the study and development of autonomous robots with human characteristics. An initiative with the largest global interested population is RoboCup Soccer, where making robots to play soccer seeks to promote the development of intelligent systems capable to perform cooperative works (Asada et al., 1998; Cheng, 2006).

Among categories that have been raised as part of this initiative it is the Humanoid league. This category is divided by the size of competing robot. It has three sub-categories: KidSize, TeenSize and AdultSize. All categories of Humanoid robots have local vision system and the proposed challenge is the same (Zickler, 2010), develop a robot team able to play soccer overcoming technical problems of mobility and vision, but differ in size allowed for robots; finding in KidSize size limitation from 30 to 60 cm, for TeenSize from 100 to 120 cm and AdultSize from 130 cm onwards.

To introduce solutions to problems of vision is necessary to look for an algorithm capable to detect edge into an image captured by the player, as a tool for locating robot into play field. In addition increases perception of ball and other reference objects to help its spatial location (Cheng, 2006).

Beginning on the theory of edge detection based on the difference between intensity of a reference pixel and each one of neighboring pixels, we use fuzzy logic theory to implement the proposed algorithm. As processing has significant advantages because it is less susceptible to noise on image and considering that the robot works in varying conditions, it is possible that images contain a high noise level, so a fuzzy logic method is more suitable for this case (Chacón et al., 2002; Chi et al., 1996).

Therefore, to develop the algorithm based on fuzzy logic theory, that let us obtain edges of an image taken by a humanoid robot of RoboCup initiative, we made a study of related work and projects developed around the world about fuzzy algorithms that allows edges extraction, thus achieving determine performance
indicators based on processing time and computational results of the currently algorithms.

After analyzing this information, the approach and formulation of proposed algorithm was made, thus, identifying input and output fuzzy sets, the set of rules and defuzzification and binarization methods that were employed. Subsequently some tests were conducted of edge detection algorithm on different images of humanoid league measuring computational performance in terms of processing time and results compared to other algorithms such as Sobel, Prewitt and Canny, finally we performed analysis of all processed information in the algorithm to obtain conclusions associated to proposed method.

2. BACKGROUND

The application of fuzzy logic theory to solve problems associated to digital images processing, has become an interest research field around the world at last years. So it is possible to find many works with applications on image processing using fuzzy logic, by using a variety of functions, concepts and rule sets. In specific case of edges detection, have recently been published articles by various authors in which some methods are described as tools to analysis of information contained in a grayscale image.

At these articles (Alshennawy & Aly, 2009; Aborisade, 2010; Suliman et.al, 2011; Rahmankan & Thakur, 2012), edges extraction methods are described without an specific application, so showed results on these sources strongly depends on authors criteria, about their expected processing performance. However, the main approach of these proposals it is similar. These algorithms start from a creation of pixels mask, through analyzes of every single image layer, allowing subsequently evaluate every mask using a fuzzy inference system; with differences in evaluation address of masks, definition of sets and the number of rules necessary to perform the analysis.

On the other hand, there are articles (Kaur et al., 2010; Harne & Atique, 2011; Surykant, 2012) that describe the implementation of algorithms to edge extracting by using MATLAB, the funda-
mental theory it is similar to before mentioned, but computational performance according to obtained results shows that is necessary to use other programming environments, in order to improve speed of some processes of the algorithm.

In addition to these works, there are some highlighted articles that describe specific industrial process applications or commercial applications. Some of these cases are edge detection algorithms of image segmentation (Senthilkumaran & Rajesh, 2009) and for segmentation a brain portion from the Magnetic Resonance Image head scan images (Somasundaram & Ezhilarasan, 2012), highlighting the importance of these algorithms by considering that currently the medical imaging is an area which still needs to be investigated.

3. FUZZY EDGE DETECTION

We decided to use fuzzy logic for edge detection inspired by human reasoning and hoping to get a development similar to human system.

3.1 Proposed algorithm

The processing of captured images involves multiple procedures, so it is necessary to extract important features that will be used to develop an application. In the particular case of a humanoid robot, the system is constantly obtaining images that can be used to carry a set of important tasks, namely a) determine the position of the ball on the field, b) define play spaces and c) locate itself and its opponents into the field. These tasks can be all performed by processing the captured images and are a key aspect to create strategies according to the current state of each element.

One of processes that can be applied to image is edge extraction. It represents an important step because it allows an initial distribution into the field. The image preprocessing is to convert the color image to grayscale, and considering that the edges are pixels that have a significant variation in gray level; it is possible to determine a chain of pixels representing the edges. For a refer-
ence pixel $I_{xy}$ is the difference with neighboring elements by establishing a matrix as shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I_{x-1,y-1}$</th>
<th>$I_{x-1,y}$</th>
<th>$I_{x-1,y+1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{x,y-1}$</td>
<td>$I_{x,y}$</td>
<td>$I_{x,y+1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{x+1,y-1}$</td>
<td>$I_{x+1,y}$</td>
<td>$I_{x+1,y+1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Mask of pixels. Source: Authors

In where an estimation of a difference or a variation between elements, was performed according to (1) to (8).

\[ d1 = I_{xy} - I_{x-1,y-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ d2 = I_{xy} - I_{x-1,y} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ d3 = I_{xy} - I_{x-1,y+1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ d4 = I_{xy} - I_{x,y+1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ d5 = I_{xy} - I_{x+1,y+1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ d6 = I_{xy} - I_{x+1,y} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ d7 = I_{xy} - I_{x+1,y-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ d8 = I_{xy} - I_{x,y-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

To perform edge extraction using fuzzy logic theory is necessary to determine a fuzzy set to evaluate the degree of membership of each difference, called input membership function, $\mu_{\text{IN}}$. Later it was determined another fuzzy set that assigns an output value, called the output membership function, $\mu_{\text{OUT}}$. The equation that describes the membership function of a fuzzy set $X$ is explained below in (9) and (10).
\[
\mu_X(z) = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{z - c}{a^2}\right)^b}
\]  

(9)

\[X = \{(z, \mu_X(z))|z \in Z\}\]

(10)

Where \(c\) represents the bell center, \(a\) is the opening and \(b\) is slope for discourse universe \(Z\). Fig. 2. Shows input membership function corresponding to variation of gray level.

![Fig. 2. Input membership function. Source: Authors](image)

The choice of rules is based on variation of gray level of a reference pixel \(I_{xy}\) with each of its neighbors, by defining the following rule base:

\(\text{IF } d1 \text{ is Low AND } d2 \text{ is Low} \)  
\(\text{THEN } \text{pixel } I_{xy} \text{ is white.}\)

Taking this as a base rule, we proceed to make a set of 8 rules with the conditions described in Table 1.
Tabla 1. Set of rules. Source: Authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RULE</th>
<th>CONDITION 1</th>
<th>CONDITION 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>d(i)</td>
<td>d(i+1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where $i$ is expressed in (11):

$$1 \leq i \leq 8$$

The output membership function shown in Fig. 3, which assesses the input membership degree. Thus a maximum variation is represented by black color or value 0 and the absence of variation is represented by white color with value 255.

![Output membership function](image)

Fig. 3. Output membership function. Source: Authors

The evaluation of each rule in the output membership function generates one area, for a total of 8 sub-areas of which are necessary to determine a weighted. For these we calculate the maximum between found areas, thus this will be the total area to define and perform defuzzification process to a point value to facilitate the decision process. This value is obtained by the method of defuzzification of bisector of area (BOA) described in (12).
\[
\int_{\alpha}^{z_{BOA}} \mu_A(z)dz = \int_{z_{BOA}}^{\beta} \mu_A(z)dz \quad (12)
\]

Where (13), (14) and \(Z_{BOA}\) is a line that divides the region between \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) in two parts with same area.

\[
\alpha = \min\{z|z \in Z\} \quad \text{(13)}
\]

\[
\beta = \max\{z|z \in Z\} \quad \text{(14)}
\]

For edges extraction, the output obtained of defuzzification process is an image that contains edges resulting from the proposed algorithm, which are in range of 0 to 255, where edges are close to 0. Therefore, it is necessary binarize the image through a threshold using (15), so that any value that is below the threshold \(\phi\) is considered edge, otherwise the pixel is discarded.

\[
BOA < \phi \quad \text{(15)}
\]

The algorithm used to determine \(\phi\) value that allows a proper selection of edges is Otsu, widely used for optimal selection of thresholds automatically (Gómez et al., 2010; Otsu, 1994). Considering that the application of Otsu enables a dynamic selection, according to illumination conditions and threshold for binarize the image. At Fig. 4 it is shown flowchart for described algorithm.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have designed a set of experiments in order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. In the experiments, a humanoid robot carries a camera and takes pictures of its environment. In general, each picture has different characteristics in terms of illumination, environment and external noise, which
allows us to fully assess the algorithm’s capabilities when faced to a variety of conditions. The experiments run in an Intel Core i7 processor with 8GB RAM and 64-bit Windows operating system.

In the first experiment we have selected an image with few sources of external noise to the field and clearly defined lines as we can see in Fig. 5(a). We have applied the fuzzy-based border extraction method to the picture to obtained the Fig. 5(b) with a pixel-value distribution of 0 – 255 as described above. This new image needs to be binarized in order to isolate and identify the borders.

For this purpose, we have used the Otsu’s method mainly due to its capability to automatically select a threshold to binarize the image without having to manually analyze the particular illumination conditions. This is shown in Fig. 5(c). We can see that the algorithm correctly extract the image borders, these are continuous and take 1.26 seconds overall.

We have also implemented a more traditional method, the Canny’s edge detector algorithm. The result of applying it to the image is shown in Fig. 5(d), which takes 0.93 seconds to complete, making it faster than the proposed fuzzy-based method. However, we can appreciate non-continuous lines and lines that should not be classified as borders. Additionally, we have subtracted the two images generated by both methods in order to find the amount of additional pixels generated by the traditional method, showing 63% of misclassified borders.
The second experiment was performed using the image in Fig. 6(a). For this set up, we have compared the performance of the proposed algorithm with that of the Prewitt method. The results are shown in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) respectively. For the former, we have measured a processing time of 1.17 seconds while the latter took 0.84 seconds, with an advantage of 39.3% over the proposed method. However, we have found that the traditional method generates 45.2% of additional misclassified lines when the images are subtracted.
For the final experiment we chose a picture with low illumination levels, Fig. 7(a). This creates low contrast between objects and the field lines making the border detection task harder. We have applied the fuzzy-based method and the traditional Sobel method and the results are shown in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) respectively. It is noteworthy that despite the difficulty of the task at hand, the fuzzy-based method is able to detect a fair amount of borders in the image. The traditional method fails in identifying most of the borders within the image including the ball. The amount of identified borders by the traditional method is 38.7% below the expected.
One important challenge in the humanoid leagues of RoboCup is one related to the identification of poles, one located at each side of the field. This is a key element for the self-location of each robot within the field because it allows them to acknowledge the location of their own field and the enemy’s filed. Each pole consists of two yellow stripes and one blue stripe as shown in Fig. 8(a) and it differs on the color pattern. The difficulty in this task is related to the lack of contrast between the landmarks in the pole and the image background. This is clearly evidenced by errors in the binarization process.

Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) show the result of applying the fuzzy-based algorithm and the Canny’s method to the image respectively. The fuzzy-based algorithm takes 1.28 seconds while the traditional method takes 1.05 seconds, 31% less than the former. It is noteworthy that Canny’s algorithm makes it impossible to identify the pole, while the fuzzy-based algorithm is able to successfully identify the important landmark. Canny’s method generates 48.9% of misclassified borders compared to the proposed algorithm.
By comparing the results obtained from the application of traditional and fuzzy methods to perform edge extraction, it is possible to demonstrate the good performance that presents the algorithm. Despite of proposed algorithm takes an average of 35% of additional processing time, but permits elimination 52% of undesired edges.

The Otsu application to binarize a resultant image from fuzzy process, enable the algorithm to be less susceptible to luminance variations due to automatic adjust according to intensity of present pixels on image. In this way, the image obtained by the fuzzy inference system does not deteriorate and ensures to get edges according to parameters assigned to the system membership func-

5. CONCLUSIONS

The pole is formed by 2 yellow stripes and one blue stripe.
tions. According to performance measurements taken, the fuzzy algorithm successfully accomplishes the proposed goal. This was possible because the study of all the neighbor pixels is performed in a single process and thereby determines the presence of edges in all directions.

Considering that images used for the analysis and testing of the proposed algorithm were taken by a robot of humanoid league of RoboCup, we can state that the validation of proposed fuzzy method was successful. Due to we studied real environmental situations such as illumination variations and the presence of external agents in game field, to ensure that it is possible to identify landmarks (lines), the ball and opponent robots clearly.

When we analyzed images with low contrast between objects, we can obtain some errors in edge detection; this is due to minimum difference between intensity values of pixels, so it is necessary to have a suitable lighting system. However, compared to other methods, the proposed algorithm has a lower percentage of loss in edges which are desired to identify.
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